
e Hannigans
A newly retired American couple pack up and move to a small English village, 

but they’re not exactly getting the peaceful life they hoped for.

“The Hannigans” is a comedy for anyone who’s ever dreamed of starting over. It’s a story 
about mature adults on a life-changing adventure. A story with sweetness, absurdity, 
frustration and intrigue.

LarryLarry and Joyce Hannigan have inherited property in the fictional English village of 
Tarslaw, just outside Newcastle. Larry suffered a mild heart attack at the age of 54, 
which convinced them both to pursue a slower, simpler life. Both recently retired with a 
new perspective since the heart attack, they’ve bravely chosen to leave their life in 
Rochester, New York behind and create a new pastoral existence, free from the trappings 
of technology, noise and city bustle.

UponUpon their arrival, they surprisingly discover they aren’t alone on the property. An older, 
but spry gentleman with an avid love of old British punk bands, “Murph” lives in a tiny 
cottage on their property. Never told of this cottage or Murph, they're unaware he's been 
the long-time groundskeeper and handyman for Larry’s great aunt, the property’s 
original owner. Murph immediately attempts to make himself useful to The Hannigans - 
hoping to continue his rent-free existence. Joyce and Larry have other plans. Thus begins 
a cat and mouse struggle involving amateur detective work, an elusive real estate lawyer, 
secret messages in arranged flowers, art forgery - and a maddening lack of secret messages in arranged flowers, art forgery - and a maddening lack of Pinot Grigio.

Despite daily mishaps, misfortunes and absurdities, Joyce and Larry carry on, eventually 
discovering the history of Murph and his relationship with Larry’s great aunt. Ultimately, 
they embrace him - along with all the eccentric characters and cultural idiosyncrasies of 
the odd little village of Tarslaw.

Episodes, and the season story arc, unfold with understated humor. Absurd moments 
arise randomly - ironically underscoring the simmering frustration of Joyce and Larry, 
who desperately want the life they’ve dreamed of, while proving their doubters wrong.
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